KINIWE: (Music 0091) unifies African singing, drumming, and dancing within one class. Everyone in the Kiniwe ensemble will study all three aspects of traditional African performing arts, in keeping with tradition of the Asante people of Ghana.

AUDITIONS: Please attend the first two classes (9/5 & 9/10). No previous experience in drumming, singing or dancing is needed, just a minimum standard of mind/body coordination.

CLASS MEETINGS: There are three sections held in the Fisher Performance Room: Mon. & Wed. 9-10:15 AM, 3-4:15 PM, and 6:30-7:45 PM. All sections open to those who are still learning basic principles of drumming and dance and those who are continuing to build those skills.

INTERESTED? COME TO THE WORKSHOP: SATURDAY 8/31 @ 2PM IN WORLD MUSIC ROOM (GRANOFF 085)